Just an Update Away.
The New Release 7.

The Software for Quality

The New Release: Quality You
Will Love to Share.
We combine all the market requirements for a complete Element
Q, offering state-of-the-art quality management with just one
software: the integration of all quality tasks, connectivity to company software and cooperation across company boundaries. Allowing you to depict the entire range of internal and cross-company quality processes today. With the brand new Release 7, we
take the Element’s three dimensions to a completely new level.
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And best of all: Switching from R6 to the new Release 7 with its
extended scope of services can be done with a conventional update – entirely without complex migration processes. And you can
put your products on the market with even more confidence. Confidence that comes from knowing your own products have a quality you love to share.

Collaboration

Integration
Connectivity
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A New User Experience
To ensure that you will enjoy working with our software and use
it efficiently, operating it has to be easy. That’s why, with Release
7, we have simplified a lot of your work processes with a more
intuitive operability. Adaptable user interfaces with configurable color palettes provide a modern look. And to make sure you
always feel at home in our software, you can now adapt BabtecQ
to your own, individual corporate design. The new, integrated
search helps you find the exact tool you need, when you need it,
in no time. In addition, any modules you have opened are depic-

ted in tabs, along with the associated catalogs. This not only
allows you to see several modules at once, but also to use them
at the same time. For an even better overview, you can work with
individually configurable dashboards. And you get to choose
whether you use the dashboard as a central information channel
for all parties involved or as an overview over your to-dos. Giving
you a central place to immediately see where action is urgently
needed.

With its fresh design, modern operability and new functions, using the software is similar to using an
Internet browser to surf the web with ease.
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The current welcome page has been replaced by a freely configurable dashboard with extensive features.
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Centrally Manage and Share CAD
Product Specifications
Design drawings are an essential foundation for all quality processes. They contain all the requirements that the finished product
has to meet. Based on the provided data, all the characteristics
that need inspecting can be derived and monitored to assure quality all around. From now on, we not only offer you a new scope of
services with our own CAD Integration, but also enable you to
administrate product specifications easily and efficiently. With the
aid of CAD Integration, product specifications from all current CAD
systems are automatically recognized and distinctly stamped. The

specifications are made available centrally for use in inspection
planning and part approval processes. Administrating and comparing different change levels is equally possible. New drawings
can be easily compared with older ones and inspected for deviating
product specifications. This is the foundation for updating ongoing
part approval processes and active inspection plans quickly and
easily whenever product specifications change.

To ensure that working with product specifications and characteristics is even more effective in future,
BabtecQ offers independent CAD Integration.
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The new CAD Integration recognizes product specifications automatically and makes them centrally available to other modules.
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Quality Comes From Connection
Quality is not just created in your own company, but especially by
interconnecting with other companies. By connecting the Task and
Action Management with the new Cloud service Qube.SPOT, you
can promote cooperation with your business partners. This allows
you to share and edit tasks and actions, which you create as usual in the BabtecQ modules, both internally and across companies,
all with the help of a connector. Your business partners can either
use their Babtec software for editing or can react directly in the
Babtec Qube’s browser-based cloud services. In combination with
Qube.SPOT, task and action management is flexible in almost all

quality areas and can be used for the most diverse application cases. If, for example, a deviation is found during a supplier audit,
agreed corrective measures can be initiated directly and shared
with the supplier for mutual processing. Or you can use this to
incorporate all your plants and subsidiaries into your central Task
and Action Management.

The combination of Qube.SPOT and the AM/MM Connector enables you to take the cooperation with your employees,
customers and suppliers to a new level.
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Supplier

Customer

Supplier

Qube.SPOT continuously improves effective communications in quality management.
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Train Your Employees Systematically
Using Training Management, you can plan, manage and document
employee training courses. This tool is a useful addition to Qualification Management and builds on the employee profiles and
qualification data already available here. Whenever your employees
require training, you can create an appropriate training course
quickly and easily. The content and objectives of the course and
the target qualification level are determined in advance and documented. Training-related tasks can be recorded and managed
directly within the relevant training course, thanks to the integration of Babtec’s central Task Management. Once the training
has been carried out, the effectiveness of the training will be tes-

ted and documented for each participant. The qualifications that
have been gained are then stored as an overview in the employee
profiles, together with all the relevant proof documents. This also
includes automatically generated certificates which can be personalized for each participant, allowing you to see at a glance when
and how employees reached a qualification status. In doing so, one
essential quality management system requirement is fulfilled and
roles are filled with the best possible people – leading to ideal work
results while avoiding losses.

Using Training Management, you can plan, manage and document internal and external employee training courses.
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The effectiveness of the training courses and the qualifications that have been gained from them, together with the related documents,
are stored in the participant’s employee profile and are thus fully traceable.
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Update Now!
The integration of all quality tasks, connectivity to company software, cooperation across company boundaries – with BabtecQ,
you can meet all of these requirements for the Element Q and put
your products on the market in an even better quality.
A single update is all it takes to switch to the extensive Release 7.
We are happy to contact you and advise you on your individual
solution.
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